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Trainer Guide for Interview Dialogue II 
 

1. CW:  Hi Charlene (Ms. Washington requested that the caseworker call her by her first name). 
 
Client: Hi, Tracey. Come on in. (client motions toward the sofa). 
 
2. CW:  Thanks. I noticed you have a different hair style.  It looks great. (compliment) 
  
Client: Yea, I needed a change and took a chance on this cut and style. 
 
3. CW:  Well, Charlene, as I said on the phone, the purpose for my visit today is to review 
progress on the goal plan and to reassess the safety of the children. (clarification of purpose) I 
brought a copy of the plan that we can review together. Does that work for you? (asking for 
feedback) 
 
Client: Sure. I’m clear until I have to pick up Malik and Melanie from day care. 
 
4. CW:  Good.  So, tell me about any changes since I spoke to you last week. (asking about 
change/difference) 
 
Client: Not too much has happened.  Dwight and DeeAnn have been getting along pretty well.  
DeeAnn seems to be responding well to the mini-time outs when I have to get on her for her 
smart mouth.  I haven’t hit either of them since the in-home services started.   
 
5. CW:  That’s excellent. (reinforcing client accomplishments)  How are you managing to do 
that, not hitting them? (asking about change/difference) 
 
Client: Sometimes it’s not easy, but I do it. 
 
6. CW:  What’s different about your thinking, feeling or doing that is different from when you 
used to hit them? (asking about change/difference) 
 
Client: Ann Lewis has helped me to tune in to my anger as soon as I feel it starting.  Before I 
kinda’ let the anger fester or didn’t really notice it until I was yelling and hitting. Me and Ann 
work on my “anger thermometer” (client laughs). She uses this paper with a thermometer on it 
with “0” being calm and “100 degrees” being me steaming and whippin’ the kids.  At different 
points up the thermometer she had me identify my triggers, feelings, thoughts and actions.  Then 
we looked at different ways to think about a situation and to calm down.  It’s workin’ pretty 
good for me.   
 
7. CW:  You really explained that clearly. (reinforcing client strength and accomplishments) It 
sounds like you are working that part of the program pretty well. (demonstrating understanding 
of client’s words and/or feelings) Is there anything different about how you think about yourself 
or the kids, especially Dee Ann? (asking about change/difference) 
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Client: Hmm… let me think about that. 
 
8. CW:  Take your time.  
 
Client: I think I had sort of a chip on my shoulder. I mean, I think I expected someone to take 
advantage of me or something, including the kids.  I think I was getting ready to be mad about 
something all the time and ready to smack DeeAnn upside the head for pushin’ me.  Now, I think 
I’m a little more relaxed most of the time.  
 
9. CW:  So the way you look at things and the kids now is different, not so defensive and ready 
to defend yourself. (demonstrating understanding of client’s words and/or feelings).  I’m sure 
that wasn’t easy, but you did it. Good for you. (reinforcing client strengths and 
accomplishments) 
 
Client: Thanks.  
 
10. CW:  In addition to your change in attitude, what’s different in the way you act toward the 
kids? (asking about change/difference) 
 
Client: The biggest thing is that I’m not hitting the kids.  If they make a mess, I just make sure 
they clean it up without me screamin’ and then I have them think about what they shoulda’ done 
different to not make the mess in the first place. They get time outs if they don’t listen, but like 
Ann explained, make ‘em short and make the kids think about the rule they broke and how to 
behave right. 
 
11. CW:  Charlene, you’ve only been working on your anger and parenting skills for three 
weeks, yet you seem to have made a big difference in your parenting skills. (reinforcing client 
strengths and accomplishments) 
 
12. CW:  Who else has noticed the changes? (asking about change/difference) 
 
Client: I don’t know if I can take credit for all this, but my “ex”, you know, the kid’s father says 
the kids are better behaved on the weekends.  Dwight’s teacher says he isn’t getting in as many 
fights like he used to. 
 
13. CW:  Any other changes in your life, or in the household? (asking about change/difference) 
 
Client: No. 
 
14. CW:  Ann Lewis mentioned to me that when she dropped in on you on Wednesday that you 
had a visitor; you didn’t introduce him and I was wondering who he was and if he had some 
connection to the children? (asking about a problem) 
 
Client: He’s just a friend. 
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15. CW: The reason I am asking is because part of my assessing the children’s safety is to know 
who is part of their lives and your life, and how that helps or doesn’t help them and you to be 
safe. My purpose is not to pass moral judgment on you or manage your social life. (clarification 
of purpose)  How do you feel about what I just said? (asking for information; feedback) 
 
Client: That makes me mad.  I don’t get what business it is of yours who I see or don’t see on my 
own time. 
 
16. CW:  Thanks for being honest with me.  I think I’d resent someone asking me about my 
personal life, too. (demonstrating understanding of client’s words and/or feelings).   Let me 
explain why I asked you about your visitor.  A number of kids that I work with have been abused 
physically or sexually by the boyfriends of their mothers.  What I want to do is to help you to 
decide on who is good for your kids, and how to have a social life while keeping your kids safe 
at the same time. (clarification of purpose) Does that make sense to you? (asking for feedback) 
 
Client: It does when you put it like that. 
 
17. CW:  I’ve talked to Dwight and DeeAnn about their friends and about people who may visit. 
I understand that there is a man who comes to see you regularly.  The children have seen you in 
bed with him. (confrontation) 
 
Client: (angrily) What they be tellin’ you that for? 
 
18. CW:  I think children see things and are very open about it. I don’t think they necessarily 
know what it all means.  Awhile back I said that honesty was important for our work together. 
I’d like you to tell me about your friend. (asking about a problem) 
 
Client: It’s not what it seems. I’m no hooker doin’ tricks with any guy that walks down the 
street.  I have a few friends and a guy that I like.  He comes to see me on some days when he’s 
off work and the kids aren’t around.  Some times he helps me out with some things around the 
house or takes me shopping.  He’s just a friend. 
 
19. CW: How long have you known him? (asking about a problem) 
 
Client: I’ve known Tyrell, since me and Kelvin broke up.   
 
20. CW:  You said he stops by when the kids aren’t around, yet the kids have seen you in bed 
with him. (confrontation) 
 
Client: Sometimes the kids are off school or might be home sick or something. 
 
21. CW:  What do you think about your kids seeing you having sex with your friend? (asking 
for client feedback). 
 
Client: I know it’s not a good idea. 
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22. CW:  Then what are you going to do about that? (demand for work) 
 
Client: I need to tell Tyrell “No” when the kids are around. 
 
23. CW:  Have you said “No” to him before? (asking about an exception)) 
 
Client:  Sometimes. 
 
24. CW: What is it going to take for you to say “No” every time the kids are home? (asking 
about a problem; conditions for change) 
 
Client: I guess I just have to be strong about it. 
 
25. CW:  On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being no confidence that you can say “No” to Tyrell and 
“10” being every confidence that you can say “No” when the kids are home, what number would 
represent your confidence level now? (scaling) 
 
Client: (thinks for a moment) I guess I would have to say a “6”. 
 
26. CW:  How come you picked that number?  (scaling details) 
 
Client: I can say “No” sometimes, but Tyrell is a real sweet talker and can get me to give in. 
 
27. CW: What is it going to take for you to boost that number to a seven or eight with Tyrell? 
(scaling; requirements for movement) 
 
Client: I guess I need to remember that my kids come first.  I need to tell him if he is my friend 
he needs to understand and respect that. 
 
28. CW:  Let’s imagine that Tyrell is supposed to come over tomorrow and you just found out 
the kids are going to be home from school.  You call Tyrell. Tell me what you would say to him? 
(asking about a problem) NOTE: the caseworker and Charlene practice some possible 
responses to Tyrell. 
 
29. CW: Based on our practice here I can see that it’s going to take a bit of work for you to be 
firm with Tyrell and to get that confidence number up to an eight or a nine. (scaling; feedback to 
client) I’d like you to work with Ann Lewis to become more comfortable and consistent in 
setting some boundaries with Tyrell. (demand for work) Are you OK with that? (asking for 
feedback) 
 
Client: Sure. 
  
30. CW: Does Tyrell know that you are involved with CYS?  (asking about a problem) 
Client: Yes. 
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31. CW: Since he has a role in your life and an impact on the children, I would like to have him 
be a part of our next session so he knows how he might be helpful in our work together and what 
is expected in terms of boundaries.(demand for work)  What do you think? (asking for 
feedback). 
 
Client: I think that would be OK. I don’t think Tyrell would have a problem with that. 
 
32. CW: Will you call him and get some times that might work for our meeting? (demand for 
work) 
 
Client: Yes. 
 
33. CW:  One other thing, Charlene, when I asked you about the visit by your male friend, I said 
that I learned about that from your kids.  What are you going to do or say about that with Dwight 
and DeeAnn? (asking for feedback) 
 
Client: Well I’m not going to punish them if that’s what you mean. 
 
34. CW: Good. I think it’s important for them to be able to talk to you, me and Ann honestly and 
openly.  The most important thing is that they feel safe and that they can trust you. (clarifying 
purpose) 
 
(Note: Caseworker works with Charlene about exactly what she is going to say to the children 
about this issue, and may elect to be present when mother talks to the children.) 
 
When I talked with Dwight and DeeAnn, both of them said they feel safer and more relaxed at 
home and that you hadn’t hit them since Ann began working with you. I’m very proud of you 
and how hard you have worked these past few weeks.  (reinforcing client strengths and 
accomplishments) 
 
35. CW:  Is there anything else you can think of that could be an obstacle to keeping your 
children safe or taking good care of them? (asking for feedback) 
 
Client: Nothing I can think of now. 
 
36. CW:  Well, I think we accomplished a lot today.  You seem to be tuned-in to your feelings 
about yourself and the children so much better now.  The way you are responding to the 
children’s misbehavior without hitting is different than before. And I appreciate the way you 
have worked with me about keeping parts of your relationship with Tyrell separate from the 
children. (summarizing) 
 
37. CW:  OK. Let’s go over what exactly you will say to Tyrell when you invite him to our 
meeting and any other next steps, then I’ll be on my way. (planning next steps) 
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Trainer Guide for the Worksheet for Dialogue II 
 
Part I: Question/Statement Types 
 
Trainer Note: some individual practitioner’s statements may include more than one type of 
question or response.  Participant skill identification and tallies will likely vary.  The 
trainer should focus on the fact that Dialogue II reflects a full range of skills and question 
types and proportionately more responses and questions than Dialogue I that promote 
positive engagement, collaborative partnership and movement toward goals and solutions.  
 
Read Dialogue II (Handout #13) and consider the following engagement and strength-based, 
solution-focused skills. These skills may or may not have been demonstrated in the dialogue.  
Each time you identify one of the skills being used, put a check mark beside the skill on the list 
below. When finished, tally up the number of times each skill has been used and mark that 
number in the space to the left of each skill. 
 
8   Asking for information about change, difference or exceptions 4,5,6,7,10,12,13,24 
      
8   Asking for client feedback (feelings/understanding) 3,15,16,21,29,31,33,35 
  
7   Asking for information about a problem (the tone may be neutral or authoritative)  
    14,18,19,23,24,28,30 
4   Clarification of purpose or role 3,15,16,34 
 
3   Demonstrating understanding of the client’s words and feelings 7,9,16 
 
5   Reinforcing client strengths and accomplishments 5,7,9,11,34 
 
4   Scaling and scaling follow-up questions 25,26,27,29 
  
2   Confrontation (challenging the client’s perception of the issue or problem; or the   
      caseworker firmly putting forth her/his belief) 17, 20 
 
0   Explaining actual or possible consequences of client behavior 
  
4   Demand for work (Letting the client know what needs to be done; may be in the form  
     of a request or a firm demand) 22,29,31,32 
 
1    Summarizing 36 
 
1    Planning next steps 37 
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Part II.  Professional Interview 
 
Trainer note: The bolded numbers indicate a range of suggested responses.  Differences 
between participants and/or between participants and the suggested trainer numbers 
should not be argued. The trainer’s focus should be on briefly exploring the basis of any 
differences in a non-judgmental manner, thereby modeling the model.  The focus should 
also be directed toward comparing the Dialogue II response numbers to those of Dialogue 
I.  The comparison should reflect that Dialogue II more fully meets the requirements of a 
professional interview. 
 
Consider the following three requirements of a professional interview. Rate the degree to which 
the interviewer in the dialogue fulfilled each requirement by selecting a number on the scale. “0” 
= Not met at all; “10” = Very high degree 
    Not met     Very high 

    At all     degree   
     

Giving/Getting information  0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10  
 
Maintaining Engagement  0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
Sustaining movement toward goals  0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
and solutions  
 
 
Part III. Protective Authority 
 
Trainer note: While participants’ numbers may not exactly match the suggested response 
numbers below, the pattern should reflect that Dialogue II meets the requirements of a 
professional interview using lower and more appropriate levels of protective authority than 
Dialogue I. 
Rate the level of protective authority used by the interviewer by circling the appropriate number 
on the scale below where 0 = Very low authority, and 10 = Very high authority. 
 
 Very low     Very high 
  0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
 
Rate the appropriateness (balanced, flexible, effective) of the level of protective authority used 
by the interviewer on the scale below where 0 = not appropriate at all, and 10 = very appropriate. 
  

Not appropriate    Very  
     at all     appropriate 
      

  0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 
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Part IV: Confidence 
 
Trainer note: Participant responses may vary from the suggested trainer responses bolded 
and underlined below. The trainer’s focus will again be on the non-judgmental exploration 
of the basis for participants’ number values, and in comparing the responses for Dialogue I 
and Dialogue II.  The responses for Dialogue II should reflect a greater level of confidence 
because of more quality information that provides the rationale for the client’s cognitive, 
affective and behavior changes and the positive impact of services.  Because the changes 
appear to be the result of the client’s efforts and cooperation, there is a basis for optimism 
about the client’s capacity and commitment to continue to improve and eventually keep the 
children safe without long-term agency involvement. 
 
Based on the information generated in this interview and the overall interaction between the 
interviewer and the client read the following statements and indicate your level of agreement. 
 

Statement 
 

Strongly                                         Strongly 
disagree                                             agree 

1. I have confidence that the client’s parenting 
skills have significantly improved and will be 
sustained by the client. 

       
      1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

2. I have confidence that the client will protect 
the children from exposure to inappropriate 
adult sexual activity. 

       
      1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

3. I have confidence that the client will be 
open, honest and fully cooperative with the 
child welfare professional in the future. 

       
      1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

4. I have confidence that the goals of safety, 
permanence and well-being will be achieved 
by this family and the case will be closed. 

       
      1   2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9    10 

 
 
 


